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If you want to learn the basics of taking great photos with your DSLR camera without having to

spend hours reading books and websites on the subject, this book is for you.There's no fluff in

An Introduction to DSLR Photography; instead, David Reynolds gets straight down to business,

taking you through the most important parts of DSLR photography.Included in this book are

topics like:- The importance of ISO- What shutter speed is and does- The basics of lighting

your shot- Quick tips to remember while you're in the field- Tips for post-processing your

photos- Critical information you have to read before you upload your photos to the web- Your

rights as a photographer- Much, much more
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Pictures! Introduction The introduction of sub-$1,000 Digital Single-Lens Reflex (DSLR)

cameras has led to a revolution of sorts in the field of photography. No longer constrained by

rolls of film or the limitations imposed by not having an LCD preview screen and a myriad of at-

your-fingertips options, everyone from professional photographers down to amateurs have

been affected by this change. What is a “single-lens reflex” camera, though, and why is it

important to know how to use one properly? After all, isn’t a camera just a camera? The

answer to the second question is simple: absolutely not! A DSLR is not like a standard point-

and-shoot camera or your cellphone camera. Sure, you can take pictures with it like you do on

your phone or with a handheld point-and-shoot, but that only uses a fraction of a DSLR’s true

capabilities and puts artificial constraints on a complex and intricate piece of technology. The

answer to the first question is a bit more complex. Prior to the invention of the SLR camera,

cameras had two “viewpoints.” The first was the lens, where light would enter to land on the

film which would be the actual picture. The second was the viewfinder, usually located directly

above or to one side of the lens where the camera operator would look through to focus on the

subject. This system, while simple to set up, can lead to photos that don’t look like the

photographer intended due to parallax and other issues. The goal of this short book is to

introduce you to the critical elements of DSLR photography and show you what you need to

know to drastically improve your photographs even if you’re not anywhere close to being a

professional photographer. This information can help you improve any type of photo you take. If

you’re going to invest a thousand dollars or more in a DSLR, you should also invest an hour or

so and learn the basics of how to operate it properly. This book will assume that you’ve

familiarized yourself with your DSLR’s user manual and that you know where various buttons

and settings are on the camera. At a minimum, you should have your user manual handy to

look up how to do things like change the ISO setting and shutter speed since these settings

can be located in radically different places depending on the brand of camera or what model it

is.    The Importance of ISO & Shutter Speed
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7 Steps to Stunning Images: A Guide to Mastering Your DSLR Camera

BJ, “A plain language guide. This book is short but very useful for the beginner enthusiast.

Explanations of the fundamental terms are clear. The author gives you the reasons behind the

decisions you may need to make to produce pictures that are better quality than you take now.
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In my opinion this is good reading whether you've made the step into dSLR, or have your first

point-n-shoot camera.”

Karaus, “Very read for anyone who is beginning photography. This has helped me

tremendously.. Beginners, intermediate, professionals. This book is awesome. It's simple and

to the point. Nothing fancy. You want to shoot. Read this and start.”

Annie, “A heads up on DSLR photography. It really opened my eyes on details of an DSLR. I

throughly enjoyed this book. I would reommend this book to anyone wanting detail

imformation or just starting out with a DSLR.”

Ebook Tops pleased Reader, “An Introduction to DSLR Photography. Good book, easy reading,

very encouraging to help new DSLR owner to keep taking photos and experimenting.

Recommended reading. Thanks.”

Sewardgal, “Basics of your DSLR. Covers the basic of the how to's. Good for beginning

photography. Recommended for beginners. Not for experienced photographers. Thank you.”

Aaron3598, “Short and sweet. The author suggested to spend an hour with his book, it took me

15 mins.  This is very basic.  Watch a youtube video instead .”

Jan, “Helpful. A great little book that explains digital photography in a simple easy to

understand text, though basic gives a better understanding of ISO and shutter speed working

together, good buy for a beginner with basic knowledge”

A R Thacker, “Ideal. Just what we were after Especially as we have just started out with our

SLR camera. gives All the basics and see great instruction audio purchase”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 58 people have provided feedback.
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